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Photographer and best-selling author Joe McNally shares stories and lessons from a life in

photography.When Joe McNally moved to New York City in 1976, his first job was at the Daily

News as a copyboy, “the wretched dog of the newsroom.” He was earning the lowest pay grade

possible and living in a cheap hotel in Manhattan. Life was not glamorous. But with a fierce

drive, an eye for a picture, and a willingness to take (almost) any assignment that came his

way, Joe stepped out onto the always precarious tightrope of the freelance photographer—and

never looked back. Fast forward 40 years, and his work has included assignments and stories

for National Geographic, Time, LIFE, Sports Illustrated, and more. He has traveled for

assignments to nearly 70 countries and received dozens of awards for his photography.In The

Real Deal, Joe tells us how it all started, and candidly shares stories, lessons, and insights he

has collected along the way. This is not a dedicated how-to book about “where to put the light,”

though there is certainly instructional information to be gleaned here. This is also not a navel-

gazing look back at “the good old days,” because those never really existed anyway. Instead,

The Real Deal is simply a collection of candid “field notes”—some short, some quite long—

gathered over time that, together, become an intimate look behind the scenes at a

photographer who has pretty much seen and done it all.Though the photography industry

bears little resemblance to the industry just 10 years ago (much less 40 years ago), what it

really takes to become a successful photographer—the character traits, the fundamental

lessons, the ability to adapt, and then adapt again—remains the same. Joe writes about

everything from the crucial ability to know how to use (and make!) window light to the

importance of creating long-term relationships built on trust; from lessons learned after a day in

the field to the need to follow your imagination wherever it takes you; from the “random” and

“lucky” moments that propel one’s career to the wonders and pitfalls of today’s camera

technology. For every mention of f-stops and shutter speeds, there is equal discussion about

the importance of access, the occasional moment of hubris, and the idea of becoming

iconic.Before Joe was a celebrated and award-winning photographer, before he was a well-

respected educator and author of multiple bestselling books, he was just…Joe, hustling every

day, from one assignment to the next, piecing together a portfolio, a skill set, a reputation, a

career. He imagined a life—and then took pictures of it. Here are a few frames.
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paper.Printed in KoreaI imagined a life.And then I took pictures of it.To Annie …Years ago, I

saw you for the first time, and you took my breath away. I’ve never gotten it back. My love, my

love. With you, I will always look to the horizon …AcknowledgmentsWhenever your life

intersects with a good teacher, a pathfinder, it’s a momentous and powerful occasion. For me,

Professor Fred Demarest of the Newhouse School photography program was that intersection.

He was calm, wise, and lucid, and possessed a bubbling chuckle that still reverberates in my

memory. He was not charismatic or dashing—rather, the opposite. He was a bit on the fuddy-

duddy side of things, leading him to be called “Uncle Fred” amongst us students. But it was that

very avuncular, considerate demeanor which was perfect to channel the unknowing, hubristic,

inexperienced, raging id of one certain graduate student in his program, back long ago.I was a

writing major, thus not allowed by rule to take any of the upper-level photo classes. Fred made

exceptions and created a path that, were it up to others, would have been denied me. He

admitted me to the graduate level program when there was no real photographic evidence that

such an admission would ultimately prove fruitful.He channeled and redirected disorganized

student-level ideas and impulses so effectively that I would leave his office with new direction

and purpose, and pat myself on the back. “Glad I thought of that!”He was direct and calm in his

criticism. He understood the creation of bad work was necessary to find the way to good work,

and he would weed wack through the thickets of my ineptitude to find evidence of potential that



he could nurture and encourage. He didn’t tear you down. He reassured. He would tell you it

would be okay.That was Fred. When I visited him in hospice, we had a good talk. He told me,

“Joe, I’m not afraid. I’ll be okay, until I’m not okay.” His words.I made this picture of him as he

neared the end of his life. It was an infinitely small way to thank him. He taught me about f-

stops and shutter speeds, but he also taught me much about being calm and kind and patient.

(It took many years for those lessons to really take root.) I miss him. He was my teacher. He

was my friend. His forbearance is the reason this book exists.Fred (I suspect quite happily)

passed me, and ultimately the entire photo program, onto Tony Golden, another fine teacher, in

Fred’s mold. Like Fred, he tolerated, channeled, inquired, and informed. He went on to run the

department for many years, and it thrived under his guidance. We became family, and his

boundless passion for photography and teaching stays with me to this day.All of my schooling,

youthful angst, and fiery misdirection landed me in New York City, camera in hand, eager eyes

at the ready. A lifetime of mentors awaited. Too many to mention all told, but significantly,

blessedly, I bumped up against formidable talents, so assured and confident of their own skills

they were open and easy about sharing.Danny Farrell. “Thousand at 11, kid!”Jay Maisel. “Light,

gesture, color.” Pretty much covers it.So many others! Carl Mydans, Gordon Parks, Eddie

Adams, Mary Ellen Mark, Paul Fusco, Dave Burnett, Maggie Steber, Wally McNamee, John

White, Bill Eppridge, Mark Kettenhofen, Ari Espay, Neil Leifer, Hank Morgan, Carol Guzy,

Matthew Jordan Smith, Dennis McDonald, Ami Vitale, Brian Lanker, Deanne Fitzmaurice, Bill

Frakes, Bob Martin, Yunghi Kim, Heinz Kluetmeier … all possessed astonishing skills and a

willingness to share them.Picture editors. Theirs is the often unnoticed and thankless task of

giving you the right job at the right moment, and then shepherding the resulting pictures into

the public eye. Guiding, critiquing, pushing, demanding, and, hopefully only occasionally, being

clear about the nature of their disappointment. Dispassion is a requisite for a good picture

editor. You might have gone through hell and back for a photo, but their job is to put your

travails aside and bear down on the essential question of whether you infused that photo with

emotion, impact, information, and graphical order. In other words, yes, you went through a lot in

the field to bring this back, but does it work?Editors who were excellent at isolating that crucial

issue and asking that question have been formative for me. Larry DeSantis, Eliane Laffont,

John Loengard, Mel Scott, Bobbi Burrows, Gen Umei, and Tom Kennedy were extraordinary at

pushing a photographer to the next level and finding the unexpected eloquence of a take. They

not only opened doors, but they also turned on the lights in the hallway of your next

passage.Jimmy Colton especially. “Uncle Jimmy” to many a beleaguered photog, he is never

forgetful of the drafty, isolating, unforgiving nature of freelancing, and has always been there for

the photographer in the field. He was the editor on one of my first big international assignments

for Newsweek, the return of Pope John Paul II to his native Poland in the very early ’80s. He

remains my editor today; as I write this, I am packing up to shoot the Tokyo Olympics for Zuma

Press.And then there’s Bill. Bill Douthitt, formerly of the National Geographic. We had many

adventures, and did good work, but also made a concerted effort to not take things too

seriously, which was a bit of an outlier attitude within the yellow border, where, at least back

then, everything needed to be treated seriously, with grave intent, as the task at hand was for

the ages.Hence, preparing a coverage about the human brain, we left word at NGS

headquarters that we had gone to the research library at the National Institute of Mental

Health, when in actuality we went to the very first show (10 a.m.) of the very first day of the

very first Jurassic Park movie. Bill blanched upon returning to the office, where he found a slew

of angry messages from the boss, who was demanding to know his whereabouts in angrier

and angrier terms. The editor at the time was the impatient sort, especially after lunch. But the



NIMH research library trip was our story, and we stuck to it.The picture here does not show a

sense of collaboration, but it was done in jest. Bill always allowed me a voice and listened to it

well. But blessedly, he was undeterred by our friendship and unswayed by my madcap

descriptions of the importance of a particular frame. He did not hesitate to read me the riot act

or dismiss pictures I quixotically had a fondness for. We shot, edited, and produced 11

coverages for Nat Geo in our time together there, amongst them being the first all-digital

coverage ever in the magazine’s history, which was a highly pressurized project that had many

eyes on it. My wonderful friend, and a great editor.Every year in December, for many years,

Lynn DelMastro, dearest of friends and our studio manager since forever, has hosted

“Abbondanza” at her home. Literally translated as “abundance,” it’s a time for studio friends and

family to literally exhale and celebrate another year of successfully balancing on the tightrope

called freelancing … and making it, yet again. Never a certain proposition.And we are a family.

Lynn steers the ship in stalwart fashion, with love, confidence, unerring business savvy, and life

wisdom. She has kept McNally Photography on track and moving forward, despite the

roadblocks and headwinds of this nutty business, and she has done so with kindness and

patience. Annie shepherds our social media and marketing efforts with boundless creativity

and an eye for coherence of message. Together, they have saved me from my more lunatic

imaginings so often it defies memory. And the “lost boys,” as we refer to them, even though

they move onto other things, remain forever a part of our hearts. Cali, who over 10 years

progressed from intern to crew chief, is seeking a path apart from photography. Brad Moore,

Drew Gurian, Jon Cospito, Mike Grippi, and Andrew Tomasino have all gone onto bright futures

as visual storytellers. And they never call! And they never write!Kidding. We all remain close.

Photography involves heart, mind, and spirit, in addition to blood, sweat, and tears. We remain

a family. How could we not?Speaking of families, I have two sisters, Kathy and Rosemary, who

I remain incredibly close to, and are a blessing in my life. I also have three blood brothers—

Mike Corrado and Lindsay Silverman of Nikon are two of them. We’ve been part of the Nikon

family basically since birth. And then there’s the big guy, Jeff Snyder. Been buying my cameras

from Jeff since forever. They have always been there for me, as brothers, as fellow photogs,

and as camera and flash consiglieri. They remain so to this day. We’ve had many an

adventure.I have a family in the photographic teaching community as well. So many workshop

participants over the years stay in touch, and have become dear friends. And at the heart of

that family are Liza Politi and Ari Espay—Fancy Girl, Street Boy. Sums it up well.And Sid and

Michelle Monroe, of the Monroe Gallery in Santa Fe, are also dear friends and fierce defenders

of photography. So proud to be a part of their gallery.This photo business is basically a small

town, filled with supportive, passionate people and companies, without which the photographer

would be lost. I’m fortunate to have many friends at Nikon, Nikon UK, Lastolite, Manfrotto,

Gitzo, Profoto, Capture One, Maha, Tether Tools, Adorama, Grays of Westminster, and

Printique to put names to this wonderful support system. Without their advice, counsel, and

products, it would be infinitely harder to make pictures and forge ahead. These photo

enterprises also do an excellent job at fostering young talent.Daniel Norton, Todd Owyoung,

Seth Miranda, Charmi Peña, Elly Russell, M.D. Welch, and Audrey Woulard are great examples

of wonderful young photographers being nurtured by our small, supportive community.And the

editor of this book, Ted Waitt at Rocky Nook. The contract to do this was actually signed years

ago, and Ted was content to let it ride while I roamed the earth, promising to someday come to

a keyboard with stamina and intent. He has the patience of a saint and the serenity of a monk.

And the sense of humor of … well, you’ll have to read on. A great editor and a great friend.And

Annie, my wife. Happiness entered my life with Annie. As a photographer, you have to live,



breathe, see, photograph, teach, and write from the heart, and I know my heart is safe with her

… always.Table of ContentsA Leap of FaithLearning the ABCsA Jerk on One EndTrust the

MachineHow’s That for Random?FIELD NOTE: On the Versatility of Tools of the TradeThe

Window in Your DreamsStashing Flash!Remember When AWB Was a Band?Photographing

ExcellenceFIELD NOTE: How Stock Photography Sales Are GoingRemember the

HandsWhat’s Easier Now, and What’s NotWork the Window!Access Is EverythingThe Luck of

the Click!Bullet Points from a Day in the FieldFIELD NOTE: The Aging PhotographerWhen

Hubris Meets StupidOn Taking ShortcutsFIELD NOTE: The 300mm Lens Is Actually a

Diagnostic ToolLet It Rain!Your Imagination Is the Cow in the KitchenThe Tools of the

TradeSeeing Window Light, Making Window LightHow’s That for Random? Part TwoBlow

Smoke!When the Light Is the Story … but the Story Isn’t Just the LightThe Call of the Big

NothingA Visit to the Camera BuffetIn Pursuit of DarknessOn WeddingsWildcatter!The State of

ThingsFIELD NOTE: From a TaxiPhotography: To Write with Light. But First, Write on

Paper.FIELD NOTE: The FixerIn Pursuit of HeroesMaking Pictures, Making FriendsWhat Was I

Thinking?On Being Iconic, Important, and RememberedIn ClosingA Leap of FaithFunny how a

career in this flimsy, vexingly whimsical profession can turn on the simplest of things. A tick, a

tock, a time, and a place. A question. A conversation. At the camera, a lucky sliver of a second

when head, heart, eye, and right index finger really do click. “Random” doesn’t begin to

describe it. But I can’t think of a better term, so let’s go with it.In 1976 I went to New York to

become a professional photographer. In the typically hubristic, arrogant fashion of know-

nothing youth, I thought the combination of my engaging personality, my woeful and totally

preliminary skill set as a shooter, and a ton of sheer drive and enthusiasm would be welcomed,

yea, even embraced.It wasn’t.I headed south on Route 17, another would-be photojournalist

duly minted by the Newhouse School in Syracuse, New York, determined to make a go of

being a photographer in New York City. I had no real use for small town America. For me, the

city was it. Maybe it was the movies I was raised on, like The French Connection and Serpico,

but I wanted the grit, the concrete, the lights, and the 24-hour hum of the city. Without ever

living there, I knew it was the only place I wanted to live. I couldn’t wait to pound the concrete

with a camera in hand and have a regular coffee shop I went to. I loved the idea of going to

sleep with traffic snarl as my lullaby. Even the squeal of subway brakes was music. There, in

NYC, I could be alone with my inner drive, my angst, and my insecurities, and I could

concentrate, push the camera, and walk the talk. Trust me, if you want to be alone, the big city,

as teeming as an ant hill with humanity, is the place to do it.There was this problem of making

a living.I was so green upon arrival in New York, I might as well have been a bushel of lettuce

arriving in the pre-dawn chill at the famed Hunts Point Market, the entry point for most of the

country-grown produce that makes its way into the big city.I was raw, untutored, and

unknowing. The scope of what I did not know about life, and lens, was boundless. All that stuff

in the movies was, well, the movies. The truth? I was scared.I moved into my mom’s house, in

Eastchester, NY, a commuter suburb north of the city, and started going into the city every day

to look for work. I knew her house was not a long-term deal. I mentioned how expensive rents

were downtown, and she looked at me with her usual mix of disapproval and steely love and

said, “Don’t think you’re living here.”One of the first stops on the hunt for work was Sygma

Photo News, up on West 72nd Street. Sygma was an international photo news agency run by

Eliane Laffont, the dragon lady of the business. She was tough, whip-smart, and connected. I

had gotten an audience with her by communing briefly with Sean Callahan, also a Syracuse

grad. Sean was a writer, editor, sometime photographer, full-time entrepreneur, and spinner of

tall tales. He was manic, and helpful, and a perennial way station for woebegone Syracuse



grads arriving in the city. He gave me a few names and numbers, Eliane’s among them. I

showed her my standard, regulation 11×14 black and white bleed mounted portfolio. She eyed

me across the desk like I was an under-cooked meal that needed seasoning and a lot longer in

the oven. “If you come to New York, I will use you.” So intimidated was I that, stupidly, I never

went back.(At least, not immediately. Much, much later in my career, I actually did join Sygma,

still run by Eliane, who was even more formidable by that time. Sygma had moved to much

larger offices on West 57th Street, across from the famed [and frightfully expensive] Russian

Tea Room. Ever the rube, I asked Eliane to lunch and was determined to impress her by

buying her the meal. I asked the waiter for the check, confident and assured of my worldly

status and know-how. Eliane laughed and told me it was already taken care of. “Darling, don’t

worry about the bill. I have an account here.” Sigh.)But, circa 1976, I couldn’t have afforded a

dog and a Coke at a street vendor. Things weren’t going well. My mother’s threadbare patience

was running thin with the ongoing presence of her returned package of a child. I needed

something that would produce a paycheck. And then I remembered my mom’s neighbor,

Chuck, had spent his whole career at the New York Daily News.I never viewed Chuck

Klinefelter as someone who was going to be important in my life. To me, moving in next door to

him as I commenced the eighth grade, he was just the elderly, mildly grouchy next-door

neighbor who pissed my mother off because his roses were more luscious and vibrant than

hers.We had moved next to him as my mother continued her desperate migratory efforts to find

a house she liked that had a dry basement and a living room big enough to fit her oriental rugs,

which she prized more than her children. My father changed jobs a fair bit, and we moved from

place to place, school system to school system. Eighth grade was the final pit stop of my

grammar school career, which had spanned five different schools, and five different orders of

nuns.If moods were plotted with, say, a pressure gauge, all this moving had pretty much

pushed mom’s needle sort of permanently into the red zone. She was always ready to blow a

gasket, and Chuck’s roses just tightened her valves further. Me, I was just dealing with being

the new kid yet again. Surprisingly, it was our last house. Mom stayed there for many years,

and I finished all my schooling while she remained at that address, experimenting with Miracle-

Gro and eggshells.I got along with Chuck okay. I didn’t hit my ball into his yard all that often,

and I would occasionally dig him out of a winter snow as a freebie. All these years later, I went

next door and asked him about the press biz in NYC, and he said, “Go see Eddie Quinn.”Sitting

across from Ed Quinn, the editorial department manager at the New York Daily News, the

largest tabloid paper in the Big Apple, I was a ball of nerves. Seemed like a natural fit—get a

job at “New York’s Picture Newspaper.” Except I really didn’t know how to get a job, and pretty

much didn’t know how to shoot much of a picture, either. Plus, I was timid. I still had that deep,

abiding fear of the teacher that had leached into my bones, courtesy of generations of ruler-

wielding nuns, habit-clad and as fierce and unforgiving as a horde of Huns. I called everybody

“sir.” Afraid to fail, even more afraid to offend.I was also too dumb to understand that he was

trying to sell me on taking the job and joining the News. He was schooled in the old ways, of

course, but he was observant enough to know the future of newspapering was not going to

remain in the hands of trench-coated, fedora-wearing, Speed Graphic–toting, flash-bulb-

blasting one-exposure-and-done types of photogs. The public was demanding more nuanced

coverage, celebrity and style stuff, done pretty and well, and picture stories that moved and

shook the reader. Cheesecake and dead bodies on the subway platforms, always the grist of

tabloids, were no longer necessarily the order of the day (though of course they still

ran).Stammering and uncertain, I turned down his offer of a copyboy job at the paper. Beneath

me, I thought. I wanted to be a photographer! I’m a goddamn college graduate! (I was also too



dumb to know my attitude was arrogant.) Ed, Irish to the core, grizzled and wise after 40 years

in the New York newspaper game, cocked his head, and looked at me with a weary, knowing

glint in his eye.He casually asked one of those pivotal questions. He inquired if I had read the

latest issue of Editor & Publisher, the monthly bible of the newspaper industry. It had a

“Positions Available” section in the back. Like a lawyer who knows the answer to his question

before he asks it, Ed serenely perused the job offerings. “Let’s see, Joe,” he said.

“Photographer wanted, Kankakee, Illinois.”He put down the magazine and peered over his wire

rims at me with a look that pretty much said, “You want a job like that, you know-it-all little

sumbitch? You want to work in some East Bejesus backwater and shoot pictures of PTA

meetings, ribbon cuttings, and Mrs. McGillicutty’s latest, best cornbread recipe?”Instead, he

was more polite. He simply said, “Joe, do you want to work in Kankakee?”I started the following

week.I moved into a quite scruffy place at that time, The Beacon, on Broadway and 74th Street

on the Upper West Side of Manhattan. My apartment was a narrow, small room with one

window, directly overlooking the Beacon Theatre roof, which had a thick, silvery paint job,

typical of old roofing. I’m sure it kept most of the rain out of the theater. What it did for my

apartment was bounce the sun right through my window. Remember when you were a kid and,

on a hot summer day, you would take a magnifying glass and focus the sun’s rays down to a

scorching little beam that would burn up a leaf? My apartment was the leaf.Honestly, I

remember that little place with a measure of fondness. My dad and I painted it, and it was the

last time we worked together on something. A lifetime of smoking unfiltered Camels caught up

to him shortly thereafter. And, truth be told, for the opportunity to work at the News, and

actually be in New York with a crack at being a photog, I would have slept on the

sidewalk.Which, on certain nights, might have been an upgrade. I would lay there in the

superheated blackness, window wide open, with my bed pulsing to the beat of whatever live

act was onstage at the theater below. There were nights when, getting up to pee, my feet

would hit the floor with a crunch. Which meant I hadn’t hit the threadbare carpet, I had landed

on a limousine-sized cockroach scuttling about in the darkness.The music wasn’t the only thing

that kept me awake. I was woken up one night by the rhythmic oomphing of highly penetrative

sex at my door. Or, rather, on my door. A couple were evidently going at it in the hallway and

using my apartment door as a vertical mattress. A New York version of the knee trembler! I

didn’t have the heart to shout to them and interrupt the festivities.The hotel location was handy.

There was a coffee shop on the ground floor, which had cheap, delicious chocolate donuts.

And a McDonald’s down the block. At that point, a Big Mac was about a buck, fries were 50

cents, and a soda was maybe a quarter. Calzones were super cheap, and very filling. The

fabled 72nd Street subway stop was a short two blocks away, albeit right through Needle Park,

at that time the main port of call for a great deal of the heroin flooding the city. If you made it

through there unscathed, the subway cost half a buck. And 72nd Street was an express stop! I

could zoom to Times Square and hop on the shuttle over to Grand Central, which was a couple

blocks from the storied New York News Building, workplace of Lois Lane, Clark Kent, and

Jimmy Olsen.And home to the lobby’s famous globe, which is an art deco masterpiece—huge,

glowing, and silently rotating, 24/7, in the middle of the lobby, to this day. That wonderful globe,

a tourist attraction for many years, has been used as a photo prop, according to News legend.

Charged with making some sort of illustration photo (not their strong point) depicting the

Russian launching of a dog into space orbit aboard Sputnik, the two old school News photogs

assigned to this task started ruminating, which meant of course getting knee-walking drunk at

a local establishment, where they evidently struck up a conversation with two airline

stewardesses. These ladies lived in Tudor City, next door to the News Building, and as tradition



had it back then, shared a small apartment with numerous other stews. (The term “stewardess”

was the vernacular of the day.) This group of roomies had a puppy, and some goldfish. One of

the photographers had a fishing pole and tackle in his trunk. It was not long before the puppy,

stashed in the fishbowl, was flying over the earth, held aloft by a photog on a ladder, wielding

his fishing pole. I’m sure the photo was not memorable, but points given for improvisation.If I

was working the afternoon shift, I would get out late enough to grab the after-10 p.m. discount,

when subway and bus fares went to half price. I’d hop on the 104 bus, which had a stop in front

of the News, and another right in front of my apartment building. The whole ride cost a quarter.

Which was important, given the math of my survival in that first year. I was making $150 a

week, which for some reason I remember came out to $109 total, after the feds, the state, and

the city got done with you.I preferred above-ground transit home at night, not for safety

reasons, but just for the sheer theater of it. Ever go to the movies for a quarter? That was what

it was like, when the bus I was on got jammed up in traffic crossing through Times Square. The

long block of 42nd Street between 7th Avenue and 8th Avenue was the epicenter of the

raucous, steamy, filthy, dangerous theater that was the city in the seventies. The street people,

hookers, flashers with oversized raincoats, the scammers with lookouts, staging “find the pea”

games on discarded boxes, fleecing tourists—all sweaty and glistening in the sickly green of

the streetlights and the hot neon of the movie marquees showing fare such as The Devil in

Miss Jones. I was drawn to it, fascinated by it, and scared of it all at once.It was the time of Taxi

Driver, and Travis Bickle saying, accurately, that “this city here is like an open sewer.”

Crumbling streets, garbage everywhere. Steam venting from ancient subways, running

intermittently at best, just below your feet. And then President Gerry Ford, telling the bankrupt

city to “Drop Dead,” as the Daily News famously screamed on its front page.Understand this

was all before the go-go eighties, when Wall Street became the financial North Star of the city,

and woke it up with the beautiful, deadly kiss of unbridled avarice. The Elysium that is the

current version of Manhattan is unrecognizable relative to the tawdry 1970s mess. Yet that

version of the city, as messy and dangerous and crime-ridden as it was, had desperate energy

to it, like a bunch of folks engaged in sweaty, gyrating, vulgar, dirty dancing the night before the

bombs drop. It wasn’t a dry, observed experience one could safely have from the leather-clad

confines of an Uber. It was decidedly wet and sloppy and random and raunchy. But as

desperate as the city was, I thrived on the cracked concrete, and loved the sheer grime and

lurking menace of the place.Most of the time. There were nights, though, as the lurid

cacophony of Times Square faded, and the bus I was riding headed north on 8th Avenue into

the bleak, broken Upper West Side, when I would retreat to the dark and the heat of my hole in

the wall, and I would sit on my bed and weep. Ed Quinn’s words would rise up in my head. “Do

you want to work in Kankakee?”It Certainly Wasn’t KankakeeA copyboy sits on “the bench.”

Like taxis in a queue, you wait for the next call. It might be a raspy “Copy!” from an ossified

editor on “the rim,” which was slang for the copy desk. Some would just shout, “Boy!”Life was

not easy for the copyboy. You were at the beck and call of a lot of old-timey newspaper men

who were determined to make you suffer just the way they did upon their entry into the

business, when they were reporting the casualties of the Battle of Bull Run. They also looked

enviously and resentfully at you and your youth, and your flat belly, and had fanciful imaginings

about your voluminous sex life in NYC, 1970s, pre-AIDS.For most of them, their hard-ons had

gone south sometime around the Kennedy administration, and they were resigned to a life

being hectored by editors in their workday, and I suspect not much different upon arrival home.

If they ever engaged in an argument with one of their peers in the newsroom, the ultimate

closing insult was, invariably, “Well at least I can still see my prick.”The shouts of “Copy!” would



come from all over the newsroom, increasingly shrill and strained as deadline approached, and

there would be various benches geographically situated in the cacophonous sprawl of desks to

service the barking scribes. Your job on deadline would be to move copy from place to place,

grabbing pages from an editor’s “slot” and moving them to “the rim,” literally a half-moon-

shaped table where copy editors, pencils sharpened for the task, would correct for grammar,

misspellings, and general usage of the language. The edited stories would make their way to

the sixth floor composing room and be forged into lead, married to ink, and thus become a

page in tomorrow’s paper.They would also be responsible for writing headlines.Which was a

fraught task to give to what was essentially a group of (mostly) dirty old men. Copy editors,

necessarily sly in the use of words, lived to slide something filthy into the paper, undetected. I

tapped into this unique skill set at one point, submitting to the gentlemen of the rim a story sent

to me by a photog friend with whom I’d graduated school. He’d done the sensible thing and

gone to a small market, and that burst of common sense was rewarded with a full-time job as a

staff photographer, right out of the gate, albeit in rural New Jersey. He would send me clips he

had published, and the occasional pithy story of life in the country.One particular story he sent

was a short piece, headlined “Sodomy Charged.” It seems a local farmer suspected someone

was “tampering with” (I’ll always remember that phrase) one of his cows. I guess Bessie must

have cut a fine figure out there in the barnyard, as she had attracted the amorous intentions of

a neighbor. The farmer called the police, who initiated a stakeout, and caught the assaulter in

the process of his bovine debauchery. The arrest was made and a trial date set, all properly

reported in colorless, straightforward fashion, using no salacious language or florid

descriptions. It was a decidedly non-lurid, prosaic account of bestiality, duly noted in the paper.

The folks on the copy desk refused to let such an opportunity pass, and made quick work of

the story, returning it to me with the headline changed from “Sodomy Charged” to “Cowpoke

Arrested.”This fast and loose sport was not limited to the word merchants, of course. Jerry

Schlamp, one of the notably colorful cartoonists, would regularly draw something salacious into

his artwork. Once he showed me a soon-to-be-published cartoon depicting a New York

personality who was being publicly persecuted for some foible or frailty. The cartoon showed

the character tied to a stake, being burned alive, surrounded by an angry, axe-toting mob. At

the base of the stake was, of course, a pile of small sticks starting to smolder and catch fire. He

showed it to me and barked, “Find the dick!”Other calls would just demand coffee: “Light and

sweet and a soft roll, kid.” You’d go to the cafeteria to grab the order, then place it, and the

change, on their desk. Sometimes they would say nothing, continuing to furiously peck away at

their typewriter. Occasionally, as you were walking away, you might get a quick, “Hey, kid!” You

would return to their desk, and they would slide a nickel over to you. “That’s for you.” Such were

finances in those days, I took the nickel. I could introduce a little snide humor here about this

preparing me for photography day rates, but that comes later, dear reader.Other tasks were

more adventuresome, like getting in a radio car and heading out to grab a film bag from a

photog on deadline. The Daily News, at that time, had nearly 60 photographers on staff and a

huge number of vehicles, all radio-equipped, to move those shooters around. Those were the

fun calls, listening to the chatter on the scanner, sometimes running lights, chasing a deadline.

I would take my extra days and ride with photogs, just to learn. I got an education, to be sure.I

was riding once with Jimmy McGrath, a fine young shooter who died tragically, early in his

career, and he started really booking on a call about a jumper in the 60’s off Park Avenue. He

was pushing it, taking crazy chances in the traffic, running red lights, cutting people off, horns

blaring everywhere. I asked, “Why, man, are you jamming on this one so hard?” The answer

came back: “Park Ave in the 60’s, man, could be somebody rich!”An early lesson in the metrics



of tabloid journalism. The richer, the stranger, the more delectable the details, the more dire

and dirty the backstory, the more likely the story would be page one. Which did not happen on

that day. Jimmy’s pix of the incident did not run. We screamed up the block, and there was, in

fact, a poor soul who was so desperately despondent that he pitched himself off a six-story

brownstone onto the unforgiving sidewalk. Though still moving, the cops didn’t even put a rush

on the ambulance, as this individual had clearly accomplished his task and was beyond saving.

It was my first dead body, and the gruesome splatter of it was a bit much. I had to walk

away.News of my squeamishness circulated, of course, in a newsroom as unforgiving as that

sidewalk. Another photog came up to me. “Hey kid, we’re going for lunch. Wanna come? I feel

like a nice, juicy hamburger, man, nice and raw.” It was brutal at times.Other copyboy tasks

would be just plain odd. “Go get Kay Gardella’s groceries at the D’Agostino’s on Third and

bring them to her apartment.” Seriously. She was the overlarge TV critic, and quite well known,

so she had the juice to have a copy kid deliver the cause of her immobility. Bags of it. I actually

liked that call. She would give me a dollar.The best, for me, was being assigned to go to

Yankee Stadium to pick up the photographers’ film, especially if it was a big game in the Bronx.

I’d hop the 4 train in Grand Central, and bomb up to 161st Street, which was the stadium stop.

What a grand, graying repository of history that stadium was, even as it edged toward

decrepitude in the ’70s. It was there I got to know Danny Farrell a bit better. He was the dean of

NYC press photography at the time, even though there were other photogs who pounded their

chests a lot harder than Danny did. Danny let his pictures speak. Tough, competitive, and

savvy, Danny just never got beat.He would pull me aside and give me pointers. He shot an F2

and a Nikkor 400mm f/5.6 for baseball, and he had home plate and second base gaffer-tape-

marked on the focus barrel. (Think of this as early AF.) Occasionally, because he was so

confident in himself and his knowledge of the game, he would let me shoot a batter or two. He

once saw me playing with the focus for second base, and I was off his mark. He quickly asked,

“Kid, are you sharp right now?” I was not, I explained, just playing with the throw of the lens,

which was new to me. He nodded. “Okay, because I saw you off my mark, and I was thinking,

you know, you got those young eyes.” I didn’t completely understand until years later.Going to

Yankee Stadium, especially for day games, was a plum copyboy task. You would have to wait

for something significant to happen—which in a baseball game can take, you know, a while—

before the photog would bag up their Tri-X, jot out caption notes, and hand it off for the subway

run back to the paper. That meant you could hit the press bar for a dog and a Coke, then sit

behind the shooters and drink in the sounds, smells, and sights of big-league baseball. The

crack of the bat would reverberate, accompanied by that quick, barely perceptible intake of

breath from the whole crowd, that beat, measured in milliseconds, where thousands of

people’s eyes pop, heads crane, and lungs stop while they see where the ball goes. Then, as is

so often the case in baseball, nothing happens, as the ball goes foul and the crowd settles

back into the hum of the in-between, and the bark of “Hey, beer heah!” resumes and resounds.

I loved going to the ball games.It wasn’t always leisurely. For big games, the News, having the

photo resources, would attack: a shooter on both foul lines, one in dead center field, and one

up top, for “God’s View,” the overhead coverage position made famous by Ernie Sisto of the

New York Times. He was legendary for managing Big Bertha, the long lens monster camera

from the 4×5 press days, swinging that beast around from his vantage point like the massive

piece of artillery from which it derived its nickname. Those games were a non-stop, high-speed

marathon for the copyboy, as you had to race to all the camera positions, gather the film bags,

and then meet a courier, who was often on a motorcycle, to make the trip to the lab. It was a far

cry from today’s sports coverage, where the editors, sitting at terminals linked by ethernet



cable to the photographer on the field, are literally seeing the images as they are being

shot.The maestro of the center field position was Vinny Riehl, last name pronounced “real”—

which was unfortunate for him, as the whole staff would look at him as he recounted a story

and tilt their heads quizzically and say, “Seriously, Vinny? For real?” It was lonely out there,

under the scoreboards and bleachers. And the task was unenviable, indeed. The photog would

be working a 1000mm lens, max aperture of f/11, and was charged with making a picture of

every single swing. Yep, every swing. Because every swing could be a homer and decide the

game. It was the baseball equivalent of covering a committee meeting for C-SPAN. You had to

stay alert through all the droning unimportance of it, and shoot it for the record, but understand

it would only get interesting if the committee chairperson, irate over the impertinent views

being espoused, leaped over the desk and punched out a witness.It was also hard manual

labor. Vinnie had to haul that bloody great lens out there, along with a monster tripod. In those

days, lens construction was hardly the advanced art it is now, with lighter composite materials

making a big piece of glass quite totable. Back then, a 1000mm lens was like carrying a bag of

bricks. The photogs who were assigned to this position knew the drill and would leave a chain

and cinder blocks in those vacant spaces under the scoreboard where no one would tread or

notice, season to season. They would hook the chain to the tripod, hanging the cinder block on

it for lens and tripod stability.But the rewards for getting that home run swing, back in the time

of Mr. October, Reggie Jackson, were great. His dinger histrionics at the old stadium, in the

glare of the lights and the pressure, were the stuff of legend. Every camera in the stadium was

banging away like crazy, every time Reggie touched a bat.Danny, of course, thrived under the

pressure of those big games, while never losing his humor or the relentless drive among

newspaper shooters to give each other shit. As I gathered Danny’s film bags, at one point

during a World Series contest, he winked at me and told me on my next run out to center field,

“Tell Riehl the office called. His stuff’s fantastic.”But those were the high moments for the lowly

copy kid. Mostly, it was drudge work, moving paper, running errands, and sitting on the bench

with fellow runners, bemoaning the lack of upward movement at a paper like the News. It was a

classic union shop. Before you moved up, somebody had to move out.Many of my mates on

the bench were waiting for writing opportunities, a chance to be a reporter. I was waiting

impatiently for an opening in what was called the studio. It was the photo lab, where three

Versamat processing machines could take a roll of exposed Tri-X from inside the film cassette

to finished, fixed black and white negatives in about four or five minutes. Dry to dry processing.

No time to soup film and hang it and dry it and make contact sheets. The editors were excellent

at reading the negs right out of the machines, essentially reading in reverse. It was fast. The

News lab could go from an exposed, unprocessed roll to a series of finished, captioned prints

in under 10 minutes.After the film would come out of the Versamat, which was the hoped-for

result (and never guaranteed, as they were not called “film mulchers” for nothing), it would be

stripped into long glassines and brought to the projection room. Editors would project the

negatives, large, on screens. It was an excellent, immediate way of ascertaining quality and

sharpness. Frame numbers would be called out and written down, and then the whole kit and

caboodle would be passed through light-tight boxes into the printing room. The wizard of the

editing room was Phil Stanziola, one of the kindest men I ever met. He loved pictures, finding

oddities that appealed to him that you were never aware of when you were shooting, and doing

it at lightning speed. I once presented him with a Central Park summer picture of a group of

bike riders pedaling away from me on one of the park’s curvy streets. I didn’t think much of it,

but he enjoyed it. He said, “Look at them all on the bike seats. Look at all the different size

asses!” I confess that was not my original motivation to put the camera to my eye.Even as a



copyboy, I was regularly bringing in my own film. The paper could almost always use a street

feature, often called a “weather rop” (pronounced “rope”), which stood for “run of paper.” Useful

art, something to fill a hole. At many papers this was called “wild art” or “enterprise,” where a

photog, sans assignment, would go shoot what they could find. In my world, storms and snow

were welcome events. Also heat, springtime blossoms, you name it. I was desperate to get a

pic in the paper, and not just for reputational purposes. Because I was not a staff photog, my

film was regarded as freelance imagery, and even though I worked full-time at the paper, they

would pay me $25 a shot. Given my regular weekly pay was just over $100, a pic in the paper

could mean a movie ticket or an extra couple of beers at Louie’s East.I got a super nice

weather pic once, which made the paper, of an overlarge woman on a park bench, feeding

pigeons. She had a bag of seed, and she was leaning over toward the ground, feeding the

birds by hand. It was a hot day, and the flimsy material of the sundress she was wearing was

literally being overwhelmed by massive breasts that were well and truly responding to the

mandate of gravity as she bent over. The dress was simply not structurally engineered for the

task at hand.When the picture passed the desk of Joe Kovacs, the news editor, he started

laughing outright. I happened to be working his slot that night. He saw the credit and, holding

the picture aloft, cried, “Joe, this isn’t a weather shot! It’s a whether or not shot!”The richer, the

stranger, the more delectable the details, the more dire and dirty the backstory, the more likely

the story would be page one.Desperate as I was, I never stooped to the extremes some of the

old school shooters would occasionally deploy. Once there was a lovely spring picture, heading

for page one, of skaters on Wollman Rink at the southern end of Central Park. It was shot wide

angle, through a branch of budding cherry blossoms, just opening in the newfound warmth of

the season. Lovely, as I say. Until someone pointed out that the only cherry trees in Manhattan

existed over at the UN Plaza, just off 42nd Street over by the East River. Under questioning,

the photog admitted going over to the UN and surreptitiously sawing off a branch, bringing it to

Central Park, and holding it in one hand while he shot wide glass through it, looking at the

frolicking skaters.It was a nice photo, it just wasn’t real, and the News did the responsible thing

and didn’t publish it. It was such a nice photo, it really made you want to publish it, which

reminded me of an old journalistic adage, when confronted with a story that was so

sensational, lovely, or heart-wrenching you desperately wished for it to be true: “Some facts are

too good to check.”But the studio, where the film was processed and the prints were made,

was my goal. I had to wait. As a copyboy, I was definitely a boy. And as a studio apprentice, I

would also be a boy. You didn’t become a man until you went on the street, camera in hand, as

a full-blown staffer. It was a very old school process, and not based on talent. You hooked on,

signed up for the seniority system, and got in line. It produced some amazing talent out there

on the streets of New York. Danny, Keith Torie, Michael Lipack, Jimmy Garrett—wonderful

shooters all. But, predictably, it also produced a veritable legion of duds. There were guys who

would go out into a radio car and actually shut the radio off, hit a watering hole, or duck under

the elevated areas of the FDR Drive near the East River bridges and nap.It was these kinds of

photogs that bosses on the photo desk would occasionally demand a “real estate” from. This

was a picture of the building or street where the job was supposed to be taking place.

Historically, if a photog didn’t want to make the effort, they could report back that the job was

refused. The picture desk would counter with, “Make a real estate.” This would ensure that the

shooter in question actually went to the job, and wasn’t calling in from a dark, quiet bar.In many

ways, there was a historical precedent operating here. All the bosses who did the hiring at the

paper were writers. To them, photography was a dark art, not completely understandable, but

necessary. They valued the written word much more highly than the photo, even though the



moniker of the paper was, “New York’s Picture Newspaper.” To be a reporter, you had to be

able to write, to find a story. You needed smarts and you were valued. As Danny once told me,

“If you could write, they made you a reporter. If you had a driver’s license, they made you a

photographer.” A motley photo work force resulted from this practice, and hence, the

occasional need for a real estate.Moving UpFinally, my ascension occurred. Michael Lipack,

then a boy in the studio, got put on the street as a photog, creating that precious open spot I so

coveted.I thought my life was set. I was on track. Spend some time in the studio, and then,

when there was an opening, go out on the street as a shooter and become a man. That was

the goal of all the apprentices in the studio. Our impatience with this process was thinly veiled.

The staff photog schedule was always posted on the studio bulletin board, and we would pore

over it, straining to see who might have called in sick. “He’s sick? Really? How bad?”I wanted

to be a photog so awful I don’t recall even feeling that bad that I wanted somebody to die. Or

suffer major impairment.Actually, I was temporarily content at the studio, and I dug in and

learned the ropes. I learned how to pop the film cassettes in complete darkness and tape the

leader to a broad piece of acetate to feed into the waiting jaws of a Versamat. From its entry

point, the roll would snake its way over many rollers and through the various baths of

developer, stop solution, fixer, and wash. The process had a certain kinship with doing your

laundry. Film speed was referred to as ASA at that point, and whatever ASA was shot would

determine if the machine would run at a normal speed, or whether you needed to slow it down

so the black and white negs could cook a little longer.I learned how to decipher the rushed

shorthand of photogs who would jot caption notes and frame numbers on their film bags,

transposing the scribble onto a caption sheet that would be affixed with rubber cement to the

back of a print. The 8×10 prints would then get rolled up, put into a plexiglass tube, and shot

out to the assignment desk via a pneumatic air system. Seriously. You would place the tube at

the mouth of the pipe, which led into the ceiling. Hit the button and a rush of air would suck it,

at great speed, out to waiting editors, sweating out a deadline.This air-based system was, of

course, an invitation to mayhem. Many inappropriate items flew throughout the News Building

in those pipes. Once, fellow apprentice Johnny Roca and I collaborated on a mildly elaborate

scheme, which we thought would just be some lighthearted fun. One staffer was the epitome of

a dirty old man. He was also, perhaps, on the verge of being legally blind. His eyes were pretty

shot. And, he wore a not particularly well-designed or cared-for toupee. He was a walking,

talking, target-rich environment. And, for Johnny and me, this was the perfect storm of practical

joke possibilities. We cut a small photo out of a girlie magazine and taped it down just under

the air tube in the lab. We lured him over to the desk where, as the picture was so small, he

had to take off his glasses and get his head down near the desk to focus. With his head

hovering just below the tube, Johnny hit the button. His rug lifted right off his head and was

heading for the newsroom when he reacted and slapped his noggin, trapping a few sturdy

strands of hair and preventing the complete disappearance of this hairball into the piping. Lord

knows what might have ensued if that thing had screamed out of the tube and landed on the

picture assignment desk.Retribution was afoot, of course. That staffer’s brother, nick-named

Cheech, was a printer in the studio, and eventually the printers, as a group, cornered Johnny,

picked him up, and dumped him in the print wash basin, fully clothed. I managed to escape

punishment, for whatever reason of luck or schedule.It was a wonderful time. I got to know the

photogs, and I went to school on how they handled a job, which was readily apparent as you

watched their rolls get projected and picked. I hung out in that room, listening to Stanziola or,

more affectionately, Stanzi. When not on deadline, he would take the time to teach. Some

shooters’ film was a lesson plan in classic coverage. Good exposures, variance of lens and



scale, thorough captions, emotion, empathy, and information, all there in 36-exposure rolls. But,

conversely, sometimes I could see his frustration boiling over when a photog in the field zigged

when he obviously should have zagged. How the laziness of a coverage just screamed at you

in black and white, projected right there on the wall. He was a newspaper man, and he took the

job of making pictures for New York’s Picture Newspaper seriously.The big news for me was

that I had access to a darkroom again, as well as printing paper, and I lived, once again, in the

smell of a photo lab, one of the early, seductive delights of photography that I had been

introduced to in school. I had community there, in the studio. I joined the Photo Studio Bowling

League, and we would bowl at the lanes at Madison Square Garden every Thursday night.I

was all of a sudden making $250 a week, which meant I could leave the bump and grind of the

Beacon and find a place to live that didn’t come with a nightly soundtrack. Which I did, moving

to a wonderful studio apartment on West 65th Street just off Columbus Ave. It was a palace by

comparison to my previous digs. It had a bit of room, northern light, and a fire escape I could

picnic on. And it cost $250 a month. Seriously. Rent-controlled, $250 every 30 days. Apologies

to anyone who might be reading this who is currently renting an apartment in Manhattan.

Please don’t go near the windows. Think of your three roommates with whom you are currently

splitting the $5,000 rent for the broom closet you all share just over the loading dock with a

view of the dumpster. If you give in to despair and off yourself, you’ll leave them in the lurch for

next month’s payment, and they might end up having to sell their blood, or worse.Newspaper

folks pull together and look after their own.Unfortunately, that apartment was a move up that I

did not make fast enough. On one of those Thursday bowling nights, my place at the Beacon

was broken into. It wasn’t a hard thing for a thief to pull off, as my cubby had a simple door key

lock and not a throw bolt. (I did tell you I was pretty green when I moved into the big city, didn’t

I?) All my rudimentary camera gear was stolen. It happened the same week I lost my dad.

News of my tough go circulated in the studio, they passed the hat, and when I came back in to

work after my union-allotted three days of bereavement, there was an envelope in my locker

with $500 cash in it. I used that dough to buy a Leica M4, with a 35mm Summicron f/2 lens. I

have it to this day. Newspaper folks pull together and look after their own.So, the studio was

cool. Good people, enough money to live, a real—if somewhat removed—connection to what I

wanted to do, and the beginnings of a social life that did not revolve around getting a Big Mac

and eating it on a park bench. I had a life! It was going to be great!It was early in my career, so

the photo gods had not yet buggered me senseless with the sheer, confounding, ongoing,

incessant reversals that occur throughout a career in photography. I was still a babe, swaddled

in unblunted hopes, cooing and burbling with the magic of it all, keen for the decisive moments

yet to come. But, as Deadpool once said, “Life is an endless series of train wrecks with only

brief, commercial-like breaks of happiness.”The great newspaper strike of 1977 happened, and

all bets were off. The paper tried to publish, but it was a shadow effort. It was back when the

unions had some measure of power left. I remember the strike went on for 88 days.I had just

started to make a living, and all of a sudden I was out of work. But, in those desperate clouds,

there were streaks of light. Several strike newspapers cropped up, powered by out-of-work

guild members. One paper, the City News, hired Dan Farrell as the sole member of the photo

department. I called Danny. He said, “Kid, I need anything. I got no library, no archive. I got

nothing. Bring me something, I’ll pay you fifty bucks a picture.”I left my apartment, Domke bag

slung, and basically didn’t come back for about three days, stopping by only to grab a couple

hours rack time and a quick shower. I shot everything I saw. Kids on swings. Horse-drawn

carriages in the park. Halston and Warhol at Studio 54. I kept running my film in to Danny. At

the end of the first week of the paper’s existence, he owed me almost $500. He looked at me



and said, “Kid, I’m gonna put you on staff. I can pay you $250.”On the StreetWith that

sentence, I realized I had just been cannon shot from copyboy to studio apprentice to staff

photographer at a publishing NYC daily newspaper. I got a NYC press pass, what they called a

“reserve card,” which gave me all the access the regular press received, though the pass did

not have my picture on it, acknowledging the temporary nature of it. I also got one of the most

highly prized pieces of paper in the city, a press parking card, which meant I could roll up onto

a news scene and leave my battered VW bus just about anywhere. It was heady stuff, and

scary. Time to sink or swim.I got all those precious press docs courtesy of the City News editor,

Bill Federici, who was a legendary reporter/editor at the News. Nominated for a Pulitzer three

times, Federici was connected. He was the reporter who recovered the DeLong Star Ruby in

the fabled Murph the Surf gem heist. The 100-carat gem was stolen from the American

Museum of Natural History in 1964. An unidentified third person, seeking a ransom payment,

contacted Federici, and told him to go to a phone booth in Palm Beach, FL. The phone rang

and the caller told him, “Turn around and face the door. Reach up and you’ll feel the ruby.” A

famous Daily News page one shot showing Federici pulling the gem out of the phone booth

ceiling and handing it to John D. MacArthur, the famed philanthropist who agreed to pay the

ransom, was made by, you guessed it, Danny Farrell. This was tough-guy, connected, NYC

gangster stuff. This was the world I stumbled into.We had no access to the Daily News studio,

of course, and thus no way to process film. I had a small darkroom setup in my apartment, but

it was next to useless for deadline stuff. Danny fixed that daunting problem by making a deal

with Larry DeSantis, the UPI (United Press International) managing editor for news pictures in

New York. UPI was the poor cousin to the AP (Associated Press). It was the scrappy, under-

resourced wire service always competing at a disadvantage with the more well-financed, well-

oiled machine of the AP. Danny gave them our staff’s output for use on the UPI wire. In return,

UPI would process and print our stuff for the newspaper. Mind you, it was a staff of three—

Danny, Jimmy Garrett, and me, but we instantly almost doubled their regular NY staff

numbers.All of a sudden, I was covering the Giants, the Yankees, the World Series, politics,

features, and who knows what else.Well, I do know what else. As a for instance, I was sent to

one of the residence apartments at the Waldorf Astoria, a really tony address. A particularly

zaftig lady had her highly valuable jewelry heisted. Now, seeing that this lady’s sole reason for

being in said apartment and sporting such shiny finery was her ample bosom and hips that

must have been a never-ending source of comfort for whomever was buying all that jewelry for

her, this was definitely tabloid news.She came out in a slinky negligee and posed in curvy

fashion on an inviting sofa. I was professional and stupidly Catholic about the whole thing, and

just made pictures and left. Later, as our ramshackle little rag made its way into print, my

picture, stamped with my caption, passed through the copy desk and came to Federici’s

attention. He came up to me, holding the picture. He said to me, quietly, off to the side, “I don’t

care about the picture. It’s fine. What I want to know, did you get a blow job?”It didn’t stop there.

The head of copy, Tommy Shields, didn’t even look up from the desk as he continued to red

pencil grammatical errors in the stories flying by his eyes. He held my picture aloft and shouted

to the whole newsroom, “Who got the blow job?”Such was newspaper life in the ’70s, when

human resources meant how many people you had on staff.It was a heady stint, for sure. I

prayed the strike would just keep going. It was an impromptu little paper, but it sold well on the

streets to New Yorkers for whom getting on the subway without a daily newspaper in hand was

like going to work having forgotten to put on their pants. It featured what was called the “double

truck,” a centerfold spread of photos, just like the News. Danny would lay it out, calling a big

vertical an “el deepo” and a spacious horizontal an “el wido.” It was surely from him that I



gathered my preference, true to this day, of using bigger, fewer pictures. As he said to me, “Kid,

you’d be surprised at how much shit you can hang off of one good picture.”And it’s true. It’s not

something you aspire to, for sure, to shoot only one significant picture. But it solidified in my

head the importance of that lead photo, the big pic, the one you can hang your hat on and,

when played right upon publication, will gobsmack the eyeballs of the readers.But, like

Cinderella, I was doomed. The strike ended, and I went back into the studio as an apprentice,

and not a happy one. I had made the jump. I was behind the lens, making pictures! Now I was

stuck back at the ass end of a Versamat, coaxing it to ingest another photog’s film.Salvation

came in the predictably bad financial news the paper received after the strike. Ed Quinn, the

head of the editorial department, called me in and told me they were laying off a staffer, pulling

him back into the studio, which then, given the union logic of the place, meant that I would, as

he said to me, “Go back to being a copyboy.” I quit on the spot.I had made a small name for

myself during the strike, and sure enough, I hit the streets and the wires and the New York

Times came calling. Can you do this? Can you do that? Why, yes I can! News, sports, and

features came my way. Single-day assignments, mind you, nothing grand. But in those snippets

of jobs, there was a living to be had. And more lessons to be learned.UPI used me a lot. Which

was necessary, as their jobs paid just $50. That was it. The Times was high rent at about $125

a pop. AP was somewhere in between. But, given my rent was $250, you could make a living if

you stacked up enough of these in a week. And I did. I was voracious. It was not unusual for me

to shoot a job for UPI in the morning, knock back an AP job after lunch, and bounce out at

night to shoot a celeb at Studio 54 to score another $50 at the UPI. It was non-stop, feverish,

and fun.It was a dream fulfilled. The angels chorused, and my heart sang a song of delight.No,

it didn’t.The realization that I had climbed my own small, personal mountain wasn’t attended to

by a gaggle of accolades for a magnificently rendered cover story, or an invitation to join

Magnum, or, really, anything at all. I still didn’t have a legit, full-time job as a photog. I was an

itty-bitty freelancer, a wire service stringer, the guy they called when the grown folks were all

too busy with the real jobs. What I did was look around and realize I was paying all my bills by

getting checks sent to me by people who had employed me to shoot pictures for them. Those

little jobs added up. Fifty bucks here, a hundred there. I was making a living as a photographer

in NYC. I think I might have tilted my head a bit, and said, “Huh. Cool.”But, you know, I was still

a boy. A freelancer. An itinerant vendor with a beeper and a Domke bag. Sure, I was a working

photog, but I had yet to punch the ticket of a full-time staffer. That was a border yet to be

crossed.And here’s where random intersects yet again with the path of a photog. Tom Orr, the

photo director at Newsweek, shared a flight with Rick Giacalone, the veep of communications

at ABC television network. Rick mentioned he was looking for a photog and Tom, a kindly man

I had showed my work to in my early days in the city, told him about me.I got a call. Or, this

being 1979, I got a beep on my pager. It was Giacalone. He offered me to do a test for the job,

giving me two days to shoot three different concepts. He said he would pay me $250 a day! I

damn near keeled over. He cautioned me, though, that he was offering the same deal to two

other photogs. Nothing was certain. I knocked out those jobs, as well as a couple other gigs,

during those two days. I was used to shooting multiple assignments in rapid fire. Evidently, the

two other freelancers he had tapped for the test were not. They did not finish and turned in

incomplete work.I got the gig. When my pager buzzed with the news, I was on a job for the AP

covering the end of a three-month tugboat strike that had crippled the New York harbor and led

to the city being literally awash in garbage. The tugboats are essential to disposing the tons of

garbage and human detritus the Big Apple generates daily. People don’t like to think about this

much, of course, but the tugs customarily tow a lot of that stuff out to sea. Barges of it. I’ve



been on those boats, and trust me, you want the captain to crank up the engine so your nose

stays in the wind, ahead of the steaming mess you are towing. The tugs get to a certain

mileage limit and open the drains, and what just went down the toilets in New York pours into

the sea and becomes brunch for the fish.Which then get caught and end up on the plates of

society swells paying fifty bucks a plate for haddock, steamed in a zesty mélange of vinegar

and chives, served with a topping of roasted almonds and accompanied by a pea puree.

There’s an irony in there that is just as delicious as the fish.The strike was done and the

tugboat crews were celebrating the conclusion of the negotiations over at the Waldorf. My

competition on the job was a former mate at the News, a photog whose incompetence was

legendary. I had processed his film in the studio, and it was generally memorable for all the

wrong reasons.I remember him once getting chewed out by the photo assignment desk, which

on that day was manned by Danny Farrell. Given his preeminence, Danny occasionally stayed

inside and ran the show, dispensing the visual chores of the day to the News photogs. He had

assigned this woebegone lensman to a grip-and-grin in the lobby of the News Building, which

was precisely seven floors down from the newsroom. He missed it. He told Danny, by way of

excuse, “I couldn’t get an elevator.” True story.So, here he was at the celebratory conclusion of

the strike, and he was kicking my ass. I had ducked out to receive that momentous call (no cell

phones back then, only pay phone booths) and came back in to see him, up on a chair,

surrounded by cheering tugboat pilots. He was egging them on and shouting at them to goose

the enthusiasm. I lifted my camera over my head and made a series of hopeless Hail Marys,

totally outflanked and out shot.So, on the day I got my first job as a photographer, I blew the job

I was shooting. I should have taken that as a sign, perhaps. A warning. Failure will be with you

always, grasshopper!But I was so elated by the phone call, I recall not caring. I had a job as a

professional photographer in New York City.
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Steven Wylie, “A Most Important Book. I first met Joe McNally about a decade ago at a photo

conference, during which I was given an opportunity for a portfolio review of dance photos I

was particularly proud of. It felt like going to Confession and finding out the guy behind the

curtain is the Pope. Despite my (perhaps somewhat naive) pride in my work, he justifiably

could have told me not to quit my day job. Instead, he encouraged me to press ahead, and

gave suggestions and a road map to do more creative and satisfying work. Since then, Joe

McNally has been an inspiration and a North Star for me. I have dog-eared copies of all of his

books, filled with the whats and the whys of many of his most memorable pictures and

assignments over the years. Workshops and presentations, any opportunities to learn from a

master, I’ve welcomed them all.Put simply, this is a book on a different level, a book from the

heart, a photographic autobiography of a life of ups and downs, of hits and misses, but most

importantly a life of dedication and purpose. It’s a book that should cause any photographer, or

anyone for that matter, to reflect on their own career and purpose in life, to take themselves

and their relationships seriously, but not that seriously at times. It’s the story of a life dedicated

to a dream, a life well lived. I cannot recommend this book highly enough.”

Dennis McDonald, “Hardest Working Person in Photography. Joe McNally looks forward and

backward in this reflective journal. There is some mention of cameras, lenses or strobes but

mostly Joe reflects on how he has gotten to be one of the best in professional photography.

Heady stuff.What is left unsaid is how hard he has worked to get there. Just like James Brown

was "the hardest working man in show business", Joe McNally is the hardest working man in

the photography business. (Side note... Joe shot a James Brown concert many years ago and

had a lens stolen out of his camera bag.)The best parts of Joe's book are when he talks about

using ideas as a jumping off point for a photograph. He tells the reader that it is not the camera

that produces the best photograph but the photographer with his imagination and planning that

produces the best image.Throughout the book Joe is grateful to all those that helped him on

his journey. I know that many young photographers are grateful to him for the help he has

given, in person or in his writing.I only have one correction. My memory of the New York Daily

News headline was "Cowpoke Cornered". In Philadelphia a tabloid used the headline on the

same story "Moolester Arrested".Thanks for a wonderful book.”

Gary Brown, M.D., “The Real Deal. This book brought me out of loss of wanting to shoot and

how exciting shooting was and rekindled my desire to start shooting again after I read and

learned what Joe had to do and it was not easy for a man with his talent.”

JPTurner, “Wonferfully awesome.. Before he became one of the world's best photogs, Joe

McNally studied to become a writer. It shows. The Real Deal is a joy to read. Joe's stories of

growing up in journalism resonate with authenticity. While this book has many of Joe's finest

captures, it is the story of the how and why behind them - his unique way of seeing things,

which shines through. Seriously, a joy to read.”

Lightwiz, “inside the mind of McNally a rollercoaster trip. It’s a combination of autobiography,



stream of consciousness and practical tips. Enjoyable and relatable if you ever tried to make a

buck in photography.”

M. Warren, “Full of real world accounts of life as a professional photographer . . .. I have read

all of Joe McNally's books and this is perhaps my favorite. The book is insightful and brutally

honest - while inspiring to anyone who has a passion for photography.”

Sue Byrne, “A Great Read Cover to Cover. Lovely to learn of the steps it took Joe to become

the photographer he is today. So well written , this books keeps you engaged with tremendous

images and writing that not only tells you a story but tells you how to as well. Great tips from

Joe. I’ve admired Joe McNallys work and especially his use of light for years but reading these

pages only makes you like the man he is more. So down to earth and kind with his teachings.

Buy the book then read it!”

Muggle1, “An enjoyable read by arguably one of the best photographers of today.. A very

personal, nostalgic and entertaining look back at a life in photography. I enjoyed this book

immensly. Like so many other admirers of Joe McNally, I also relate to his love for NYC,

photography and passion for story telling. He's an inspiration and a gift to all of us who love

photography. If you are fortunate enough to see him speak in person, take a live or online class

or read any of his books like I have, you are richer for the experience.”

andysnap, “A brilliant book on pro' photography. An excellent book from Joe McNally, a long

time, all-rounder, pro' who really knows his stuff.What a great way to learn from a master

editorial photographer, and to read about his career too.Packed with his superb photos, from

being a kid working on New York newspapers (a tough 'nursery' for young photographers for

sure!) through his years with National Geographic (what a top 'university' for photographers..!)

and his latest work as a Nikon Ambassador, all backed by anecdotes, behind the scenes, and

'how to' tips.I'd say this book is essential reading for anyone interested in professional

photography, look read and learn from someone at the top of his game.Also a very nicely

printed, large hardback book too, with excellent photo repro', amazing quality for the price. Just

buy it!”

Steven Shone, “A great memoir. Joe was part of a golden age of press photography. The

magazines that mattered so much (and had so much self regard) are gone but he’s still here.

This is his story told plainly as if he were sitting across from you over coffee. He’s one of the

photographic greats but he seems to have no sense of that. Hid modesty may be part of the

reason he’s great because it’s helped him get close to his subjects, who often — tellingly —

became friends. If you care about photography this is an easy read. Don’t miss it.”

John McMahon, “Truly awesome book. Awesome read.......and for a photography book, there is

a LOT of reading.I've met Joe and been on a workshop with him....and this book 100% reflects

the personable man that he is....as well as in depth information on a true master of

photography.”

The book by Joe McNally has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 67 people have provided feedback.
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